
The Charlie Kirk Show - 2023 Q4 FCC Topics Report

Mon - October 2
After Dianne Feinstein’s passing, Gavin Newsom appointed a new Senator for
California… except his appointee is from Maryland? But all the other boxes are
checked: black, female, and lesbian! Charlie reacts, and talks about Donald Trump’s
latest day in court. He also welcomes Lara Logan on to discuss her new docuseries on
the untold story behind J6, and gets her shocking description of events at the border.

Tues - 3
Is the unfolding House GOP drama a Shakespearian tragedy...or one of his comedies?
Kurt Schlichter and Charlie react live as the House GOP votes on the fate of Kevin
McCarthy. Will he be Speaker at the end of the day? Heck, will he make it to the end of
this hour? Kurt gives his honest thoughts on how we got here, where we're going, and
whether it makes you a "RINO" to think this is all one massive self-inflicted mistake.

Wed - 4
Matt Gaetz has toppled Kevin McCarthy as Speaker of the House. So, now what? Charlie gives
his take on the House GOP's overall strategy, who should get the job next, and what to make of
the popular idea to name Donald Trump himself as the Speaker. Speaking of Trump, Trump's
four indictments have overshadowed his ongoing civil trial in New York. Charlie explains why
that trial is just as ominous as any criminal case. Chief James Craig discusses his Senate run in
Michigan. Alex Marlow of Breitbart stops by.

Thurs- 5
There are at least three public candidates for House Speaker, and a dozen or more hidden
ones. Charlie discusses what our strategy should be. Darren Beattie lays out the blueprint for a
MAGA legal counteroffensive against the unprecedented excesses of the left. Sen. Josh Hawley
talks about the border. And Brian Mueller, president of Grand Canyon University, joins to make
an exclusive breaking news announcement about the Biden Administration targeting his school.

Fri - 6
Seven years after her infamous slur of Trump supporters as a "basket of deplorables," Hillary
Clinton is back, this time saying Trump supporters need to be shipped to reeducation camps.
Charlie reacts, and breaks down a disturbing Newsweek article where the FBI brags about
labeling MAGA a domestic terror movement. Alan Dershowitz reacts to New York's
unprecedented lawfare against Donald Trump's private businesses. Rep. Thomas Massie talks
about Jim Jordan's odds in the House Speaker race. Plus, an hour of Charlie AMA.

Mon - 9
For the first time in half a century, Israel has declared war, after a stunning surprise attack by the
Hamas terror group out of Gaza. Charlie gives a rundown of the news, explains why this has the



potential to become a much larger war, and states his argument for America's proper response.
Rabbi Daniel Lapin joins live from Jerusalem. Will Scharf discusses the war as well, along with
Donald Trump's recent claim of presidential immunity from prosecution. Steve Baker discusses
brand new J6 footage obtained by The Blaze.

Tues - 10
Just as the permanent war caucus was losing steam for funding Ukraine, they see Hamas's
attack on Israel as a chance to get two wars for the price of three. Charlie responds, laying out a
pro-Israel but also pro-America position that secures America and supports its allies without
sucking America into another conflict. Col. Macgregor joins in. Plus, after Hamas’s strike many
Republicans are calling for Kevin McCarthy’s immediate return as speaker. Matt Gaetz comes
on to respond, and Vivek Ramaswamy explains how his presidential administration would
handle the unfolding crisis.

Wed - 11
Charlie is deeply sympathetic to Israel. But we've also been burned by decades of involvement
in the Middle East. Charlie turns to his audience to ask: What is the ideal response to the latest
war? Ben Shapiro and Chaya Raichik of LibsOfTikTok join. Plus, Steve Sailer has spent
decades in the wilderness for the "crime of noticing." He joins Charlie to describe what he
learned.

Thurs- 12
100-year-old Henry Kissinger has just had a revelation: Letting millions of people who hate you
into a country is bad! Charlie reacts to Kissinger's words as pro-Hamas marches pop up all over
America and Europe. Then, he speaks to Elad Levy, whose 19-year-old niece is missing after
Hamas's attack. Rep. Dan Bishop talks about Steve Scalise's imminent House speakership, and
Rich Baris talks RFK Jr.

Fri - 13
The on-campus response to Hamas's latest atrocity has been a much-needed wakeup call:
Wealthy donors are finally publicly demanding that colleges shape up or that the rich stop
donating. Alan Dershowitz joins to discuss the toxic campus climate of the moment. Ben
Weingarten exposes how Obama stuffed the U.S. government with Hamas sympathizers.
Michael Seifert touts the parallel economy. Plus, another hour where you can ask Charlie
anything.

Mon - 16
How much has Hamas's deadly terror offensive messed with people's heads? How about this:
Charlie went to bed Friday being called an Israel shill, and woke up on Saturday to claims he
was an anti-Semite. Charlie dissects a wild weekend, then asks the key questions that remain a
week after the worst tragedy in Israeli history. Kalem D'Almeida and Rep. Jeff Van Drew stop by.
Author Jim Simpson explores the global alliance of fundamentalist Islam and the far left.

Tues - 17
A week ago, Jim Jordan as Speaker looked dead in the water. Now, he's on the cusp of victory.
Charlie turns his eyes to the U.S. House, where only a handful of Republican holdouts need to



come over before the GOP Caucus is united once again. Then, Charlie talks to Scott Presler
about what the GOP's real focus should be: Ballot harvesting in swing states. Kari Lake
discusses her 2024 Senate run and recent shenanigans at ASU. Jason Whitlock discusses the
links between BLM and Hamas.

Wed - 18
The Arab world exploded in outrage Tuesday after Hamas claimed 500 people were killed in an
Israeli hospital bombing. But one day later, Hamas's narrative is crumbling, and it looks like the
blast may well be a case of friendly fire. Charlie helps explode Hamas's lies. Then, he talks to
Daily Wire's Jeremy Boreing about the new non-woke Snow White film. Andy Biggs discusses
the speaker race, and writer Richard Hanania explores the crucial topic: Where did wokeness
come from, and how do we beat it?

Thurs- 19
Sydney Powell has pleaded guilty in Fulton County's sweeping case against Donald Trump and
his associates. Charlie unpacks what this means and what it reveals about the left's
sophisticated strategy to eliminate Trump for good. Plus, Jim Jordan has given up his push for
Speaker of the House and the situation is more chaotic than ever. Kane weighs in. Author
Brigitte Gabriel discusses Hamas and Israel. Plus, Charlie has another deep chat with Dennis
Prager.

Fri - 20
America is sleepwalking into military disaster, and President Biden can't even avoid doxxing
America's special forces troops. Charlie responds to Biden's speech and the effort to merge
Ukraine, Israel, and every other conflict into one vast cataclysm that America is utterly unread
for. Plus, will the GOP ever be able to refill the House Speaker's chair? As the fight enters its
third week the caucus is looking more divided than ever. Breitbart's Matt Boyle joins to discuss.
Senator Josh Hawley stops by, and there's another hour where you can ask Charlie anything.

Mon - 23
Everyone knows young people are more liberal on a lot of topics, but new polling shows the split
on Israel is especially stark: Left, right, or center, young people are vastly less supportive of
Israel and more sympathetic to Hamas. Charlie explores the reasons why, and also reacts to the
deaths of several Christians sheltering in Gaza's oldest church. Professor Gad Saad links this
shift in attitudes to a wider ideological "suicide of the West." Kash Patel discusses Iranian
infiltration of the U.S. government, and Dinesh D'Souza hypes up his latest film about the FBI’s
war on Americans.

Tues - 24
Charlie reacts to Jenna Ellis's plea deal, and Owen Shroyer becoming America's latest political
prisoner. Peter Christos discusses being assaulted by Hamas backers in Skokie, Illinois. Rep.
Chip Roy and Sen. Ron Johnson stop in, and David Goodwin of the Ambrose Academy talks
about the battle to restore classical Christian education.

Wed - 25



Israel has loudly promised to invade Gaza for close to three weeks. Now, they're promising a
delay in response to pleas from the Biden Administration. Is Hamas about to get away with its
attack? Or is this pause just a prelude to America getting sucked into a wider war? Charlie
discusses, and responds to the latest challenger for the post of Speaker. Matter Peterson talks
about the new version of The Blaze. Pastor Jack Hibbs stops by.

Thurs- 26
Thirty years ago, UFC didn't exist. Now, it's one of the biggest sports on the planet, and Dana
White is the man who made it happen. And he did it all without "going woke." Dana White joins
Charlie to talk about his career, his unusual politics, his controversial new Bud Light deal, and
his time at the top of what has become the world's most infamous combat sport. Stephen Moore
talks about the fake economic numbers of the Biden era. Michael Easter discusses his book
“Scarcity Brain.”

Fri - 27
After overcoming its initial shock, Washington D.C. has mobilized to tear down the new Speaker
of the House. Charlie explains what motivates their attacks and how it fits into a wider scheme
to destroy the American experiment. Then, Margot Cleveland of the Federalist lays out the
staggering new evidence of FBI corruption involving the Biden crime family. Dr. Robert Malone
stops by, and there's another hour where you can ask Charlie anything.

Mon - 30
Speaker Mike Johnson is getting a baptism of fire. Charlie lays out what Johnson should
prioritize for funding the government and getting conservative victories for the next year. Then,
Nigel Farage discusses how to handle radical Islam's rise in the West. MTG talks about
censuring Rashida Tlaib. Plus, author and psychiatrist Theodore Dalrymple is one of the world's
most incisive critics of society and especially the dysfunction of the Western underclass. He
joins Charlie to discuss his knowledge of "life at the bottom."

Tues - 31
Happy Halloween! On this most spooky of days, Charlie explores several stories full of fright and
mayhem. First, he reacts to a massive new story about the growing fanaticism and continued
corruption of Zelensky's government in Ukraine. Plus, he talks to Chip Roy about the border
disaster, EJ Antoni about the debt disaster, Vivek Ramaswamy about mass executing Hamas
members, and Alex Clark about how young people aren't getting married.

Wed - November 1
One year ago, Elon Musk bought Twitter and renamed it X. And now, America's politics is
radically different: Free speech is back, and ideas that were once unthinkable are now boldly
proclaimed to millions. Charlie explains why Musk has given the GOP its best hope of winning in
2024. Alex Berenson talks about how children are vanishing from wealthy countries. Mike Davis
and Jim Jordan stop by.

Thurs- 2
Charlie explains a story about voter fraud in Connecticut that the media has kept well-hidden.
Ambassador Sam Brownback stops by to talk about Armenian Christians suffering ethnic



cleansing in Azerbaijan. And after a viral tweet this week by Charlie, Dr. Zuhdi Jasser discusses
the state of modern Islam.

Fri - 3
Without Sam Bankman Fried, the 2020 and 2022 elections would have looked very different.
The FTX kingpin was the #2 Democrat donor, giving nearly $100 million to his causes. Now,
he's been convicted of one of the largest frauds ever. Charlie looks back on this spectacular
crime and the impact it had on the American system. Don Jr. updates on the vast legal offensive
against the Trump family, plus another hour where you can ask Charlie anything.

Mon - 6
The more D.C. elites call Donald Trump racist, the better he does with America's non-white
voters. That's the key takeaway from a stunning new poll, straight from the New York Times,
which shows Trump crushing Biden in swing states on a wave of growing minority support.
Patrick Ruffini and Kane react, and Charlie explores the left's louder and louder plan to push
Biden aside. Caroline Glick talks about Hamas and the liberals who love it. James Lawrence
gives a Douglas Mackey update.

Tues - 7
Election Day is now 364 days away...with less than a year to go, Charlie lays out how the
months to come will unfold and what needs to be done to make sure the year ends triumphantly.
Alina Habba talks about the latest twists and turns in New York's sinister plan to dissolve the
Trump Organization. Ted Cruz stops by, and Billboard Chris discusses how the transgeder issue
is splitting the radical supporters of Hamas.

Wed - 8
Charlie is pro-life. Chances are, you're pro-life. But the GOP did badly in Tuesday's elections
and the widespread narrative is that America's abortion addiction is why. What's the fix,
politically and morally? Charlie discusses that, along with other important matters from the
off-year elections. Tyler Bowyer and Rich Baris weigh in. Harmeet Dhillon talks about the need
for change in leadership at the RNC. Alan Dershowitz discusses the left's escalating hatred of
Israel.

Thurs- 9
Donald Trump is going to be the GOP nominee, so there was no need to hold a GOP debate
yesterday. But it's a good thing they did, because Vivek Ramaswamy provided hours of
entertainment by scorching the RNC and the GOP's neocon faction. Charlie reacts. Darren
Beattie of Revolver responds to the Nashville "Trannifesto", and Rabbi Michael Barclay goes
into detail about a Jewish man's shocking death at the hands of pro-Hamas Antifa.

Fri - 10
Joe Manchin gave Republicans a huge gift Thursday by announcing his retirement from the
Senate. Charlie breaks down the vastly improved Senate map for Republicans, then explores
another crucial question: Is Manchin about to run for president with Mitt Romney? Benny
Johnson discusses Vivek's thrilling debate showing. Sean Davis stops by, and there's another
hour where you can Ask Charlie Anything.



Mon - 13
Donald Trump and Tucker Carlson took over UFC on Saturday night, adding even more energy
to an electric idea: Is Trump/Tucker an unstoppable '24 duo? Charlie responds, and also lays
into Ronna Romney McDaniel for continuing to claim she's a great pick to lead the RNC. Vivek
Ramaswamy stops in again, and Isabel Brown discusses how to win young women back to
conservative values.

Tues - 14
Why is the Wall Street Journal publishing op-eds by Israeli government officials pressuring
America to take Gaza refugees? Charlie unpacks the sick moral mindset of U.S. neocons that
causes us to act like a landfill for the rest of Earth's problems. Plus, MTG discusses the revolt
against the latest disastrous GOP spending bill, and Stephen Miller outlines the sweeping
deportations that can start on day 1 of a 2nd Trump term. Sen. Tommy Tuberville discusses his
one-man war against the Biden military's radical pro-abortion policies.

Wed - 15
Alexander Hamilton and James Madison once wrote anonymously, and they weren't the only
founders who did. So why does Nikki Haley hate anonymous speech so much? Charlie reacts to
Nikki's stunning attack on the First Amendment, joined by Allum Bokhari. Kane of Citizen Free
Press reacts to the big House CR disappointment and rumors that Donald Trump wants
DeSantis to stick around as a punching bag. Seamus Bruner exposes the sinister threat of the
"controligarchs" in big tech.

Thurs- 16
A disagreement between Ben Shapiro and Candace Owens has escalated into a full-blown
feud, with Tucker Carlson jumping right into the middle of it. Candace joins Charlie for an
exclusive follow-up interview. Meanwhile, Elon Musk has enraged the media class with his latest
uncensored takes. Charlie reacts to one of the most exciting news days in ages. Heather Mac
Donald joins to demand more honesty about what drives crime in America.

Fri - 17
A decades-old letter by Osama Bin Laden went ultra-viral on the platform TikTok, despite (or
rather, because of) efforts to censor it. What does it say about young people that they're taking
in the words of a mass murderer? Charlie weighs in. Larry Elder discusses his new book on the
fate of California and what it heralds for America. Messianic Jewish Rabbi Jason Sobel stops in.
Plus, another hour where you can Ask Charlie Anything

Mon - 20
For the first time in about 100 years, good things are happening in Argentina. The country's
electorate has elected radical free-market economist Javier Milei to turn around its devastated
economy. Charlie reacts. Plus, Julie Kelly breaks down the flood of new J6 footage released by
Speaker Mike Johnson. Mort Klein talks about how Zionism is perfectly compatible with
America-first patriotism. Brian Kilmeade talks his latest book.

Tues - 21



Israel and Hamas are supposedly on the brink of a ceasefire and hostage exchange deal.
Charlie reacts and discusses whether the war might still fracture Democrats — or lead to a
disastrous flood of new refugees. Texas AG Ken Paxton discusses his new investigation of
Media Matters and his lawsuit targeting Pfizer for selling adulterated drugs to children. Chinese
exile Xi Van Fleet joins with a warning about America's drift toward the Maoist values of the
Cultural Revolution.

Wed - 22
With Thanksgiving one day out, Charlie talks about the lessons the Pilgrims can give us today,
and why Marxism considers it so important to discredit their legacy. Plus, OpenAI has grown
faster than any tech company in history, but now is in turmoil as factions battle over whether AI
is humanity's future, or its doom. Joe Allen helps Charlie understand what's at stake. Sen. Kevin
Cramer talks about the Air Force's war on Turning Point, and three Phoenix pastors join to talk
about Thanksgiving and the imminent AmericaFest.

Mon - 27
With Thanksgiving one day out, Charlie talks about the lessons the Pilgrims can give us today,
and why Marxism considers it so important to discredit their legacy. Plus, OpenAI has grown
faster than any tech company in history, but now is in turmoil as factions battle over whether AI
is humanity's future, or its doom. Joe Allen helps Charlie understand what's at stake. Sen. Kevin
Cramer talks about the Air Force's war on Turning Point, and three Phoenix pastors join to talk
about Thanksgiving and the imminent AmericaFest.

Tues - 28
As Republican donors flock to support their next anti-Trump superhero, Nimarata "Nikki" Haley,
Charlie reacts. Kash Patel uncovers what it was like being lead hostage negotiator for President
Trump and more. Mike Davis joins to talk about what he would do as Trump's AG. Author Kevin
Tinter discusses his new book, "The Seven Disciplines of Uncommon Freedom."

Wed - 29
A prominent BLM leader breaks ranks and backs Trump as Biden's black voting base collapses.
Plus, Raheem Kassam breaks down Tommy Robinson's arrest and Ireland's emerging hate
speech laws that are actually a free speech death knell as citizens rebel against mass
migration. Also Ann Atkinson and AZ State Rep. Austin Smith break down Charlie's ongoing
feud with ASU.

Thurs- 30
Ann Atkinson and Arizona State Rep. Austin Smith sit down with Charlie to dive deep
into the long simmering fued between ASU, President Crow, and the Barrett Honors
College and TPUSA, and yes, Charlie Kirk. Now as the state prepares to defund the
far-left university for its brazen double standard and its insane class offerings, Ann and
Austin explain just what's at stake in a regional battle that has national implications. Are
you okay with your college kid learning about how witchcraft actually heals or how to
have intercourse with a kraken?

Fri - December 1



After Charlie asked a question about Israeli intelligence following the horrific October 7
attack, people rushed to label him an Anti-Semite and even a "Holocaust Denier." Now,
the New York Times has released a damning report on Israel’s intelligence failure.
Charlie reacts to the news, calls out the people that were quick to turn on him, and
questions the future of this war.

Mon - 4
After Charlie asked a question about Israeli intelligence following the horrific October 7
attack, people rushed to label him an Anti-Semite and even a "Holocaust Denier." Now,
the New York Times has released a damning report on Israel’s intelligence failure.
Charlie reacts to the news, calls out the people that were quick to turn on him, and
questions the future of this war.

Tues - 5
The crises facing America may look overwhelming. But as Charlie explains to the crowd
in Pasadena, California, there is only one thing that can make us lose forever: When we
give up, instead of following our Christian duty to fight. Charlie explains that the causes
of the decline of America lay within us, within the failures of the Church, and that the
revival of America will come from the same place.

Wed - 6
America's First Amendment guarantees freedom of religion, but does America even
tolerate the faith of its Founding Fathers anymore? Historian Bill Federer explores the
origins of America's religious pluralism, and explains how the country was founded on a
generalized Christianity, but has now become a state that tolerates virtually everything
except authentic Christian belief.

Thurs- 7
Eighty-two years ago today, Japan launched an assault on the U.S. homeland at Pearl
Harbor, killing 2,400 Americans and dragging the country into World War 2. But now,
Pearl Harbor is literally a weekly event, as 12,000 migrants a day flood over the border
bringing the fentanyl that murders 100,000 Americans a year. Rep. Andy Biggs talks
about how the border calamity is becoming the ONLY issue that matters in America.
Plus, Donald Trump Jr. gives an update on the endless New York civil trial, and explains
why Hunter Biden shouldn't be allowed the privilege of a public Congressional hearing
about his lifetime of corruption.

Fri - 8
A brand-new indictment has dropped against Hunter Biden, outlining the unfathomable
amounts he spent on drugs, hookers, and entertainment while blowing off his taxes.
Producer Andrew asks: With behavior this glaring, why did it take the DOJ so long to
take action? Mike Davis discusses the case against Trump and reports he's being



considered for a major job in a 2nd Trump term. Plus, another hour where the show
takes your questions.

Mon - 11
Charlie had a big weekend at Mar-a-Lago, where forces are gathering for a 2024
campaign far more vicious than even 2020 and 2016. He shares what he saw and what
he learned, then digs into the crucial question of how to punish universities for
radicalism without creating new tools for crushing conservative speech. Alex Jones
joins, fresh off Elon Musk's decision to unban his X account.

Tues - 12
A long, viral X thread lays out what could be the Democrat master plan for winning in
2024. Charlie responds to it, asking the critical question: Is anyone on Trump's team
ready for what they're about to face? Plus, he reacts to Harvard standing behind
plagiarist anti-Semite Claudine Gay. Will Scharf breaks down the latest Jack Smith
revelations. Julian Assange's half brother discusses the fight to rescue him from the
deep state.

Wed - 13
The 2020 election was "the most secure in history" — so secure, that they have to
destroy your life for suggesting otherwise. But now, the lie is crumbling. Charlie reacts to
a new survey showing just how widespread fraudulent behavior was. Alan Dershowitz
reacts to Hunter Biden's evasion of Congressional testimony. Attorney Mark Yoder
discusses the case of a Colorado student punished for bringing a "straight pride" flag to
school.

Thurs- 14
Finally, red states are starting to realize the powers they've had all along to stop the left.
Charlie reacts to Oklahoma's sweeping new bans on DEI, and asks why Republicans in
Congress can't muster the same courage to stop FBI overeach. James O'Keefe
discusses his new scoop exposing anti-white racism at IBM. Rich Baris discusses Kevin
McCarthy's open House seat and new polls showing Trump's dominance in the 2024
swing states.

Fri - 15
Rich Baris discusses why Trump is practically guaranteed a win in Iowa, as well as the
shocking demographics of Trump's 2024 coalition. Plus, in case you missed it, Bernie
Sanders is trying to sneakily ruin YOUR healthcare. Tom Schatz from the Council for
Citizens Against Government Waste joins Charlie to talk about what you can do to lower
your costs.

Mon - 18



Eight years ago, a few dozen people met for TPUSA's first Christmastime gathering at a
crummy hotel in West Palm Beach. Now, 13,000 people are in Phoenix for the biggest
AmericaFest ever. In his opening speech, Charlie explains how Turning Point grew from
nothing into a juggernaut, and looks ahead to the revitalized, energetic, combative, and
ultimately triumphant conservative movement that TPUSA will lead into the future.

Tues - 19
The largest and most successful Amfest ever is drawing to a close. Charlie talks to a full
slate of guests, including Eric Metaxas, Brandon Tatum, Joe Allen, and Joshua
Alexander, the Canadian activist arrested for reading Bible verses in public.

Wed - 20
For eight years, the left has smashed one norm after another for the sake of opposing
Donald Trump, but on Tuesday the Colorado Supreme Court took the most dangerous
step yet: Removing Trump from the ballot entirely as an "insurrectionist." Charlie breaks
down this momentous act and how it puts the American experiment in direct danger of
collapse — which may well be all part of the left's plan. Will Scharf and Mike Davis join.

Thurs- 21
Four Democrat justices in Colorado have just smashed the Constitution to bits for the
sake of stopping Trump. Now, the Colorado GOP is getting ready to circumvent their
ban, setting the stage for a political showdown of the ages. Charlie discusses how
conservatives should respond across the nation. Plus, Robert Kennedy Jr. joins the
program to make the case for his independent presidential bid. Is he ready to answer
the tough questions on his SCOTUS picks, the border, and more?

Fri - 22
A new report lists Donald Trump's ten most likely VP choices. Charlie reads the list,
gives his honest reaction, and remarks on who is missing. Then, he gives an
after-action report on his major RFK Jr. interview. Mark Paoletta responds to the latest
hit piece against Clarence Thomas as the left works to delegitimize the Supreme Court
ahead of its major rulings on the 2024 election. And finally, Charlie talks about
Christmas as we head into the holiday.

Wed - 27
Norm Eisen isn't nearly as famous as George Soros, but as Charlie explains, he should
be: The far-left lawyer is the single most important factor in the left's plan to rig 2024
and every election after it. Julio Rosas reports on a massive New Year's border caravan
and the influx of dozens of suspected terrorists into the U.S. Chris Bledsoe talks about
his alleged encounters with UFOs he believes are literally heaven-sent.

Thurs - 28



As 2023 draws to a close, Charlie looks back at what has been a momentous year for
the American right, with many victories but also many dangers and setbacks. Charlie
names the most important moment of the year (can you guess what it is?), and Kane
joins to help break down the year to come. Kari Lake discusses the growing momentum
of her Senate campaign, and Charlie names his favorite books of the year.


